
A strong, consistent brand is one of many keys to success. Your brand is more than just a logo and a 

couple of colors - it is a holistic experience that you provide to your customers through your products 

and services. That experience is directly tied to the design and layout of your website. With years of 

experience designing brands and websites for our clients, we’re using that unique experience to offer 

you a brand appraisal to give you an objective overview of your brand’s performance.

A free brand appraisal comes with a report on four areas of your site associated with your branding 

and brand integration. Your site will be scored on 9 sample criteria from 3 focus areas for a total of 27 

points. Our full appraisal includes a more thorough investigation into 24 criteria for a total of 72 total 

points, reflecting the overall success of your website’s brand. The full appraisal will also outline some 

shortcomings as well as opportunities for your business in the areas evaluated. 
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User Experience
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As a brand is a total experience, the manner in which visitors 

interact with your website will affect their perception of your 

brand. It’s critical that your website not only presents visuals and 

content aligned with the value of your product offerings but that 

your website fosters the same overall feeling in your users that your 

products do. 

EXPERT ADVICE
Your Free eCommerce Brand & Website Appraisal

EXPERT ADVICE

9 – User
Experience

9 – UI and
Usability

9 – Merchandising
Impact

27 – Highest 
Score
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Your website should present your products consistently with the value your brand wishes to 

communicate. Your design should incorporate the visual features and aesthetics of your brand. It should 

be easily navigable. It should offer valuable content through which the voice of your brand speaks 

out. All of these things and more affect the way customers will perceive your brand, and we can offer 

indispensable insight into them.

BRAND PRESENCE

 0 NO EFFORTS; BRAND ABSENCE

 1 WEAK; INCONSISTENT

 2 CLEAR; CONSISTENT

 3 STRONG PRESENCE & CLARITY

1

UNIQUENESS 

 0 GENERIC; NOT DIFFERENTIATED

 1 SOME DIFFERENTIATION

 2 READILY RECOGNIZABLE

 3 HIGHLY RECOGNIZABLE

1

COMMUNICATION OF VALUE

 0 ABSENT OF VALUE

 1 HINTS FEW ADVANTAGES

 2 SPEAKS CLEAR ADVANTAGES  

 3 UNIQUE ADVANTAGES

2

User Interface and Usability
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The way you design your website with your brand image in mind will have farther reaching influence 

than just the user experience it offers. The way users interact with your website, whether to find 

products or research information, will affect how they perceive your brand as well.

Your website doesn’t just need to provide valuable and relevant results to their searches for solutions. 

It must also be easy to navigate. It must present products in a light that is reflective of the value in 

your brand. It must elicit information from your users in a manner that uncovers their needs for your 

products and then offers up the solution. All of this must be done using channels incorporated into the 

design of your website that keep the image of your brand in mind. Our designs will assess your website 

accounting for these factors that will affect your UI and Usability to give you an objective score so you 

can see where you’re hitting the mark, and where you can capitalize on opportunities.

NAVIGATIONAL FLOW

 0 UNCLEAR; CONFUSING

 1 AMBIGUOUS CATEGORIZATION

 2 FUNCTIONING; FEW BROKEN

 3 HIGH FUNCTIONING, CONSISTENT

0

INTERACTIVITY

 0 NO FUNCTIONAL INTERACTIVITY

 1 FEW AND IRRELEVANT

 2 AVERAGE AND FUNCTIONAL

 3 RELEVANT AND PERTINENT

1

CONSISTENCY IN DESIGN

 0 ERRATIC, INCONSISTENT

 1 LOW COHESION

 2 FAIRLY UNIFORM

 3 CONSISTENT VISUAL STRUCTURE

1



Merchandising Impact
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Your website design presents you with plenty of opportunities to engage your customers, generate leads 

from customers to capture valuable information about your target audience and create a segmented 

design that will offer a custom experience to the different portions of your target market. As part of our 

brand appraisal, we take an in-depth look into how users from different backgrounds can interact with 

the different segments of your website, as well as how you can capture valuable information to tackle 

your marketing initiatives.

A big portion of that enhanced user experience comes from how expertly the different facets of your 

image are integrated into the layout of your website. The visual impact your website has on your 

customers will affect the sales opportunities your web store presents. Promotions, cross-selling and 

upselling, segmented design and more will all present you with sales opportunities that you can 

leverage most effectively with a brand incorporated website design.

VISUAL ENTICEMENT

 0 BLAND; “BLAH” EXPERIENCE

 1 AVERAGE APPEAL 

 2 ENGAGING AND EXCITING

 3 INSPIRING; WORTH TELLING FRIENDS ABOUT

1

LEAD GENERATION

 0 NONE

 1 POINT OF SALE ONLY

 2 SPORADIC AND UNPREDICTABLE

 3 CALCULATED LEAD CAPURING SITEWIDE

2

DESIGN TO ENGAGE

 0 GENERIC; UNENGAGING

 1 LOW ENGAGEMENT

 2 ENGAGING BUT AVERAGE

 3 CUSTOMIZED EXPERIENCE

1

Partnered with the best and a process that gets it done.

ARE YOU CONSIDERING OUR CUSTOM DESIGN SERVICES?

1DIGITAL® MARKETING AGENCY 
20 NORTH 3RD STREET 
SUITE 301 (DANIEL BUILDING)
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19106

INFO@1DIGITALAGENCY.COM
888. 982. 8269  |  215. 809. 1567

OUR PORTFOLIO GET STARTED

Partnering with platforms like BigCommerce & 

Shopify Plus allow us to help our clients scale their 

eCommerce businesses with custom eCommerce 

solutions. We’ve designed hundreds of beautiful 

eCommerce stores for satisfied clients. Each new 

project carves, shapes and tweaks our process for 

the better. We’re constantly developing new ways 

to identify and eliminate anything that causes 

delays, creates confusion, misinterprets ideas, or 

adds expense – anything that puts your absolute 

satisfaction at risk. And more importantly, we’re 

constantly pushing the envelope on eCommerce web 

design language with user behavior to ultimately 

drive higher conversion and customer satisfaction. 

We’re experts when it comes to eCommerce website 

design & eCommerce user experience.

Ready for a FULL e-brand appraisal?
Contact us for a complete audit and gain insight into your online store’s image. 

LEARN MORE
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